187th Fighter Wing, Alabama Air National Guard
Montgomery, Alabama
Best Strategic Location
The 187th Fighter Wing offers the full package for the Air Force operationally. According to the Air Force site
visit team, the 187th FW’s “overall airspace is excellent and opportunities exist for superior joint training with
dissimilar aircraft.” These local training assets include F-15C/E, F-16CM, F-22, F-35, ADAIR (T-38), KC-135,
A-10, AC-130, CV-22, and U-28 capabilities. With a low historical weather attrition rate of 3.8%, the unit is
capable of flying year-round with little to no issues.
Lowest Cost Option
The Air Force site visit team estimates that the total bed down cost for the 187 th FW would be a low $18.76
million given “adequate capacity and facilities that are in good condition.” The local community has committed
to fund a new Entry Control Point for the 187th Fighter Wing. Additionally, the Airport Authority, from which
the unit leases its footprint, has purchased 78 acres to protect against encroachment and to extend their second
operational runway to 8,000 feet.
Ready Now
The 187th FW has a fully staffed (4/40) active association today that is functional and supported. Its close
proximity to Maxwell Air Force Base (5 NM) provides support for the total force association and Maxwell’s
ability to host international officers offers a potential F-35 combat unit for partner nation visitation. When
addressing environmental factors, the Air Force site visit team reported back, “Concerns – none.” Minimal
facility modifications combined with the ability to leverage simulators at Eglin AFB could allow early aircraft
acceptance if required.
Continuing the Legacy: A Rich Combat History
The 187th Fighter Wing has a proven combat track record and an unparalleled military heritage. The F-16s flown
by the 187th FW carry the designation of the 100th Fighter Squadron, the first of three original WWII squadrons
created to train African American Fighter Pilots in 1942. Guardsmen at the 187th still fly aircraft with “red tails”
today and continue to honor the original Tuskegee Airmen. The 187 th FW was the first Air National Guard Wing
in the total force to conduct a stand-alone, six-month combat deployment to Afghanistan for which the unit
received high accolades and has successfully completed numerous missions during Operation Iraqi Freedom and
throughout the Middle East.

